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New Analytical Solution for Embankments,
Considering a Rigid Lower Boundary
Karen FUENTES FLORESa,1, Marco PÉREZ ÁNGELESa
and Gabriel AUVINET GUICHARDa
a
Instituto de Ingeniería, UNAM. México 2019
Abstract. This paper presents a new analytical solution SATFI (Analytical solution
for embankment with a rigid lower boundary, by acronym in Spanish), to calculate
vertical displacements induced by an embankment. The results obtained include the
effect of a rigid lower boundary where displacements are restricted. SATFI is based
on the analytical solution by Mánica (2012), which is an extension of Carothers
(1920) solution. In order to perform the calculations automatically, an algorithm
named TEFRI was developed in MATLAB (embankment with a rigid lower
boundary, by acronym in Spanish). With the help of this logarithm, it is possible
generate contour maps and graphs of displacements on vertical and horizontal axes.
In this research work TEFRI is used for solving the case of an embankment built on
a deposit with characteristics typical of the subsoil of the Valley of Mexico City.
The analyses are carried out considering different depths of the firm stratum, where
the displacements are considered as negligible, and drained and undrained
conditions of the soil. The results obtained are compared with the results of the
numerical modeling corresponding to the mentioned cases. A good agreement
between the results obtained between the analytical and numerical models.
Keywords. Embankment, soft soils, vertical displacements, rigid lower boundary,
analytical solutions.

1. Introduction
The settlements induced in the ground by the construction of an embankment, depend
mainly on the magnitude of the load and the compressibility of the terrain. In the
literature, there are analytical solutions that solve problems of application of point loads
in the surface of the terrain [1] and its extension to other common load conditions (line
of infinite length and uniformly charged surfaces). There are also solutions for
rectangular, triangular and trapezoidal loads of infinite length [2]. For trapezoidal loads
of finite length, [3] presented mathematical expressions to calculate stress on the ground
for the construction of an embankment, considering its complete section and the ground
as a semi-infinite medium.
It has been observed that the depth of a lower rigid boundary, hard layer (CD) or
deep deposits (DP) where displacements are restricted, it has a very important effect on
the magnitude of the settlements caused by the construction of an embankment. This
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article presents an analytical solution to calculate vertical displacements at any point on
the ground below an embankment, considering the effect of a lower rigid boundary where
displacements are restricted. Numerical tools such as finite element methods and finite
differences, also allow calculating stresses and displacements in the ground considering
its behavior and geometric and stratigraphic conditions. However, analytical solutions
are still very useful, mainly when the repetition of a large number of calculations is
required, mainly in some sensitivity analyses.

2. Embankment with rigid lower boundary
To obtain the new analytical expressions, the complete section of an embankment built
over a semi-infinite space with a lower boundary where displacements are restricted
(figure 1) was considered. It is accepted that the terrain is a continuous, homogeneous
and isotropic medium in terms of its properties, that it exhibits an elastic-linear behavior,
and that a plane strain condition prevails.

Figure 1. Complete section of an embankment on a soil layer with lower rigid boundary.

In Figure 1, b is half the width of the average cross-section of the embankment, a is the
dimension of the base of the slope of the embankment, h is the height of the embankment,
z is the depth of the analysis point, x is the horizontal distance between the analysis point
and the edge of the embankment, D is the depth to the lower rigid boundary, and γm is
the volumetric weight of the material of the embankment; E and ν are the soil modulus
of elasticity and Poisson's coefficient, respectively and finally Uz is the vertical
displacement.
In the stratum considered as a rigid boundary (Figure 1), the displacements produced
by the construction of the embankment are considered negligible. Thus:
When:
z<D
Uz ≠ 0
z =D
Uz = 0
In a previous publication [4], the authors of the present paper showed that vertical
displacement can be expressed as:
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The variables are defined in the appendix.
SATFI allows calculating the vertical displacements on the ground by the weight of
the embankment.

3. Embankment built on soft soils typical of the Valley of Mexico.
Figure 2 shows the dimensions and weight of the embankment, built on soft soils typical
of the Valley of Mexico. The soil parameters were E=5000kPa and υ=0.49 for undrained
conditions and E=500kPa and υ=0.3 for drained conditions. The depths of the lower rigid
boundary are: D=18, 25 and 32m. The same analyses were performed using the finite
element code of the commercial program Plaxis (V18).

Figure 2. Dimensions and weight of the embankment.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the field of vertical displacements, considering undrained
conditions and with the lower boundary at a depth of 18, 25 and 32m, respectively. Figure
6 shows the settlements below the embankment for these same conditions.
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Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the fields of vertical displacements, considering drained
conditions and with the depths of the lower boundary already mentioned. Figure 10
shows the settlements below the embankment for these same conditions.
On each figure, the analytical results are presented on the left hand side while the
numerical results are presented on the right hand side. For all conditions, it is observed
that the displacements are similar.

Analytical model

Numerical model

Figure 3. Distribution of vertical displacements with a rigid boundary 18m deep (undrained condition). Left
side, results from the analytical solution and right side numerical solution.

Analytical model

Numerical model

Figure 4. Distribution of vertical displacements with a rigid boundary 25m deep (undrained condition). Left
side, results from the analytical solution and right side numerical solution.

Analytical model

Numerical model

Figure 5. Distribution of vertical displacements with a rigid boundary 32m deep (undrained condition). Left
side, results from the analytical solution and right side numerical solution.
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Figure 6. Settlements below the embankment calculated numerically and analytically. Undrained condition.

Analytical model

Numerical model

Figure 7. Distribution of vertical displacements with a rigid boundary 18m deep (drained condition). Left side,
results from the analytical solution and right side numerical solution.

Analytical model

Numerical model

Figure 8. Distribution of vertical displacements with a rigid boundary 25m deep (drained condition). Left side,
results from the analytical solution and right side numerical solution.
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Analytical model

Numerical model

Figure 9. Distribution of vertical displacements with a rigid boundary 32m deep (drained condition). Left side,
results from the analytical solution and right side numerical solution.

Figure 10. Settlements below the embankment calculated numerically and analytically. Drained condition.

4. Conclusions
A new analytical solution (SATFI) that allows calculating vertical displacements induced
by the construction of an embankment on the ground surface was presented. This solution
considers the complete section of the structure and a lower rigid boundary located at a
certain depth. Based on this new solution, a Matlab program (TEFRI) was developed to
facilitate calculations and the generation of contour maps as well as graphs in any area
of interest. The results obtained, with TEFRI for a case study were compared with the
results obtained with numerical modeling of the same problem. A great similarity was
observed in the results, validating SATFI and TEFRI; besides, it was possible to clearly
represent the effect of the depth of a lower rigid boundary in the settlements induced by
the construction of an embankment.
II-UNAM is working on developing other mathematical expressions and new
calculation tools, which will allow to include special boundary conditions and assessing
their effect on the results of interest for other classical problems in geotechnical
engineering practice.
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Appendix
A list of constant variables is presented to calculate the distribution of vertical
displacements
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